Caesar Ceramics The unique ‘material culture’ that identifies us comes from more than 30 years experience and innovation in the field of high-quality Italian porcelain tile, a guarantee of comprehensive technical know-how.
Il grès porcellanato è un materiale estremamente compatto, realizzato tramite pressatura meccanica e cottura ad altissime temperature. Da questo processo produttivo derivano superfici ceramiche dai valori bassissimi di assorbimento, caratteristica che le rende estremamente resistenti a svariati tipi di sollecitazione. Per questo il grès porcellanato è il materiale ideale per rivestimento e pavimentazione in qualsiasi tipo di contesto, interno o esterno, anche in presenza di elevati volumi di calpestio o di traffico. Appartamenti, hotel, aeroporti, piazze: il grés porcellanato può migliorare il comfort, l'estetica e la sicurezza di ogni realizzazione architettonica. Un materiale resistente, igienico, sicuro, che non rilascia sostanze nocive, ottenuto da materie prime naturali, totalmente e facilmente riciclabile: una scelta di qualità, affidabile e duratura. 
Collections
More than 2000 items interpret different materials in a transversal manner to discover their potential, to search for the most functional surfaces and find the most impressive combination of tones.
Collections ANIMA FUTURA
The marble look means timeless elegance: naturally at ease in contexts with strong reminders of the past, yet equally at home in contemporary settings.
With Anima Futura, Caesar porcelain stoneware lights up the radiant beauty of marble from an original perspective, suggesting a deeply trendy style with a keen eye on the future.
A charm-packed look for the 21st Century.
Collections QUARTZ ESSENCE
Nature, inside and out
The beauty of the finest alpine quartzites is given a new lease on life in a stoneware interpretation with a contemporary twist: Quartz Essence uncovers the myriad facets of uncontaminated natural stone.
Vein patterns, chromatic variability, games of matte and reflective effects, articulated surfaces which refer to the natural splitting of stone: Quartz Essence is astounding to look at and satisfying to touch.
Four finishes make it possible to find the best product for each intended setting, every time.
An innovative range of backgrounds provides the project with countless solutions, from the simplest installations to the characteristic multi-size layouts.
 
 AEXTRA MODULAR DESIGN KIT
 
	   
	                       	The chromatic variability accentuated by Quartz Essence makes multiple size installations extremely appealing: the rich offering of sizes - on both the 20 mm and the 9 mm thickness - allows the designer to choose from endless possibilities.
On the Aextra20 range, Caesar offers four multiple size modules, exploiting the dimensions in the range and introducing two cutting sizes -30x60 and 30x30 - dedicated to this particular usage.


 
◰ Discover the modules
Collections ALCHEMY
The precision of the metal look meets the experimentation and transformations visualised by high-level design, bringing to life a porcelain tile collection with extraordinary visual power.
Captivating and contemporary, Alchemy explores the beauty of metal, following the unpredictable paths and surprising colours that oxidisation creates on its surface.
Alchemy lights up living spaces with its intense colours, its decisive chromatic variations, rich in shades.
Collections MATERICA
The warmth of cotto, combined with the neutral colours of concrete, makes for a porcelain tile collection with two souls. Discover the many styles and combinations.
Materica is about inclusions, imperfections and colour accents, all of which give it a unique, artisan aesthetic while the warm and modern colours offer an urban feel.
A brand new style for spaces, whether architectural or the everyday.
 
Collections I.MAT
Industrial Material
Industrially-sourced materials have always inspired and distinguished the world of design and architecture. I.MAT is the acronym of “industrial material”, that is to say industrial material par excellence, to achieve that “industrial” look combined with the superior performance of Caesar
porcelain tiles.
I.MAT conveys the contemporary charm of concrete to porcelain tiles, giving life to a material that generates suggestions with a huge visual impact.
 
I.MAT stands out for its richness in colours and details: cracking, salting and the typical excrescences of concrete embellish the collection, bringing it to life. The names of the individual
colours refer to the mathematical and geometrical soul intrinsic to the Brutalist movement, a cultural movement which marked a turning point in contemporary architecture, fuelled by the harshness and expressive force of industrial concrete.
Available in five colours: the neutral white shade of Ratio, the warm beige of Area, and also various shades of grey: pale Rule, warm Square and intense Cube. This is a bold yet well-balanced colour palette, to model everyday living spaces.
Collections SHAPES OF ITALY
Italy is a unique country in the world, one of absolute beauty, conveyed through its very attractive materials.
“Shapes of Italy” is inspired by seven natural stones that have characterised the history of Italian art and architecture.
Thanks to the innovative design of its ceramic slabs, the collection brings a contemporary elegance to living spaces.
Collections MEET
An antiqued and eclectic wood look that  matches  your  taste,  but  also  other  materials  and  inspirations,  to  give rise to the style you desire.
The emotion of wood
A charming encounter between the natural accent of the source of inspiration and the flavour of a slightly worn material, recovered through a pickling process.
Versatile by nature
Four colour variants and a multitude of sizes for a porcelain stoneware collection with a versatile soul, which lends itself to interesting combinations with other Caesar products.
MEET is the right choice to put together interiors projects inspired by the most innovative and lively styles of contemporary interior design.
Collections Clash
Age-old quartzite, forged by primeval natural forces, is the inspiration for a new ceramic material. Clash is the ideal product for combining the impulsive beauty of stone with the unparalleled performance of Caesar porcelain stoneware.
Collections Core
Stone look porcelain tiles
Five colours, five moods, five impressions drawing inspiration from lava stone to lead you into the depths of an endless beauty.
The charm of nature has never been so deep.
A powerhouse of strength and purity that comes directly from the centre of the Earth to become stone and enfold all that you love. Thanks to the faithful reproduction of a natural material, this collection of porcelain stoneware is substantial, refined and elegant and ideal for adding its precious feel to any surface.
A marvellous opportunity to design your interior and exterior spaces with the utmost freedom, using the many colours, sizes, thickness options and decorations.
 
Collections Portraits
 
 
Collections Eikon
STONE-EFFECT PORCELAIN STONEWARE TILES
 
Eikon, the Caesar Ceramics collection of stone-effect porcelain stoneware tiles, pays homage to the timeless beauty of natural stone as well as enriching it with technical and aesthetic features, and can furnish, with elegance and style, your commercial and residential ambiances.
Collections Extra C - Stone effect
La linea in grès porcellanato spessorato Aextra20 è pensata per ampliare enormemente gli orizzonti dell'outdoor design.
Giardini, piscine e aree pubbliche diventano lo spazio ideale per dare forma e solida sostanza alle più svariate idee progettuali e immaginare originali soluzioni che esaltino le emozioni della vita outdoor. Aextra20 è la scelta indicata per elevare il livello della progettazione all'aria aperta, ridisegnandone i confini e dando pieno respiro al proprio stile.
Collections Inner
Stone effect porcelain stoneware tiles
 
Inspired by quartzite, the iNNER stone-effect porcelain stoneware collection communicates the timeless elegance of nature and enhances the strength of a contemporary and extremely versatile ceramic, able to perfectly adapt to your commercial and residential spaces, intensifying all its potential.
Collections Tale
The travertine effect tiles of the Tale porcelain ceramic series combine the elegance of natural stone and the strength and resistance of porcelain tiles to meet any design need. If you love the warmth and elegance of natural stones, the travertine effect ceramic tiles allow for the creation of original floors in residential and commercial spaces in a mix of tradition and contemporary style.
 
Collections Roxstones
All the beauty of quartzite and the versatility of porcelain tiles find space on your furnishing projects thanks to the Roxstones quartzite-effect porcelain tile collection by Ceramiche Caesar.
 
Collections E.motions
Stone-effect porcelain tiles
 
The refined E.motions stone-effect porcelain collection by Caesar is perfect for enriching the natural beauty of your ambiences, taking inspiration from the philosophy of experiencing spaces in a completely innovative way.
 
Collections ANIMA EVER
A PROJECT THAT EXPANDS THE POTENTIAL OF MARBLE
6 colors enliven the flavor of stone with an everlasting charm. 6 sizes offer great versatility. 3 finishes give you the possibility to work in the most diverse environments. The Anima Ever range expands the potential of marble-effect porcelain stoneware and steps beyond the conventional use of floor and wall coverings towards the development of innovative furnishing elements
Collections Anima
Anima marble-effect porcelain tiles reinterpret the most prized marble and transform your ambiences using unique, noble and sought-after style. Anima, the marble-effect porcelain tile collectionis versatile and has an unmistakable style, rich in naturalness, able to enrich ambiences using heterogeneous surfaces and delicate decorative accents. If you love the elegance and brilliance that marble evokes, Anima confers unmistakable style and detail the likes of which have never been seen before on your residential and commercial floors.
Collections Built
Cement effect porcelain tiles
 
Concrete has characterised and given shape to modern times. It has stepped into the new millennium as a protagonist to leave its indelible mark in architecture. BUILT porcelain stoneware is the interpretation of concrete beyond its main function as building material. It becomes a new manner to decorate interiors. BUILT is the expression of contemporary style.
The minimal nature of BUILT gives extra value to the product.
Collections Arthis
Hand-crafted wood effect porcelain tiles
From the noble arts that have transformed woodworking into a master’s craft, the inspiration for an extraordinarily beautiful collection of wood-effect porcelain stoneware. Arthis nourishes with new life the capacity to turn a natural material into the skill of the artisan, to bring warmth and elegance to any design context.
In the world of Arthis, past, present and future blend in a material that is full of life to offer a feeling of inspired contemporary craftsmanship to residential and commercial spaces.
Collections Autore
Venetian terrazzo porcelain tiles
 
Autore turns the spotlight onto Venetian terrazzo floors, amongst the most original and renowned creations of the history of Italian craftsmanship. It rewrites and retells a tale made of love for material and of skill, with today?s language.
A porcelain stoneware collection that captures the eye, by virtue of its richness of details and facets, and presents itself as candidate for becoming a new contemporary design classic.
Collections CCS 20mm - Stone look
A premium thickness of 20 mm in sizes 60x60 and 45x90 cm with anti-slip R11 A+B+C finish allows for the creation of urban design projects with excellent technical and aesthetic performance.
Collections CCS 20mm-Concrete Look
A premium thickness of 20 mm in sizes 60x60 and 45x90 cm with anti-slip R11 A+B+C finish allows for the creation of urban design projects with excellent technical and aesthetic performance.
Collections Extra.c
The Aextra20 porcelain stoneware tile collection in extra thickness is designed to significantly broaden the horizons of outdoor design.
Gardens, swimming-pools and public areas become the ideal space to give shape and substance to the most wide-ranging planning ideas and to conceive original solutions that amplify the emotions of outdoor living. Aextra20 is the choice to best raise the level of planning in the outdoors, redesigning the boundaries and giving full scope to personal style.
Collections Fabula
Natural wood-effect porcelain tiles
 
Fabula tells a wonderful tale, which begins with the discovery of three extremely precious kinds of wood and continues with their faithful reproduction. The result is a collection of natural wood effect porcelain stoneware that makes your dreams come true. Ideal for instilling warmth and natural elegance to the most diverse architectural contexts.
 
With stave sizes, 30x120 and 20x120, a Chevron 20x120 pattern and a slat size 5.7x60, Fabula adapts to any natural wood effect floor and wall covering project in residential and commercial environments.
 
Each of the five tones respects the distinctive features - knots, veins, shades - of the reference wood.
Collections Hike
Warmth, harmony, natural elegance: Hike is the porcelain stoneware that surrenders to the irresistible charm of wood to give your spaces a cosy and positive mood. Surfaces with delicate shades, which are always near to your everyday life, which live and breath in harmony with you, to make you feel at the centre of your ideal world.
 
 
Collections Life
Natural wood-effect porcelain tiles
 
The colours and harmony of the natural wood effect of the Life porcelain tile series blend together to give your ambience the sense of warmth and wellbeing that wood gives, combining design and aesthetic harmony.
The Life series with natural wood look is available in 3 listel sizes: 30x120, 20x120, 14.7x120. The chromatic palette range is made up of 5 hues characterised by a distinct tone-on-tone variety that reproduces the characteristic nuances and veining of natural wood, recreating the natural dimension of architecture. The wood-effect porcelain tiles of the Life series in the colours Oak, Moro and Noce are also available in the high thickness Aextra 20 version for outdoor use, to bring the precious essences of natural wood into outdoor areas in all residential and commercial areas.
Collections Relate
RELATE is the translation of a project into material. The collection is the synthesis of a study on the trends of contemporary architecture.
 
 
 
Collections Tinte unite
Ceramiche Caesar offers the traditional taste of plain tint porcelain tiles for your private and commercial spaces. The beauty of colour available in a broad range of plain tints, from more traditional shades to lively and contemporary hues. Tinte Unite is a timeless ceramic tile collection that can easily adapt to any space.
 
Collections Vibe
With Vibe, wood look porcelain tiles, you will experience the warm vibrations of a material that tinges daily-life spaces and reinterprets them. The tiles of the Vibe collection are a substantial ceramics that, from floors to walls, are able to welcome you and tell you about youself.
 
 
Collections STEP IN 
Step In is porcelain tile in which the world of reclaimed stone and of worn concrete combine in perfect harmony to offer a contemporary flavour.
The encounter between the materity of the stone and the industrial nature of concrete is visible on the surface in the form of refined colour schemes, which give the product a warm, modern flavour.
The textural appeal and exclusivity of this material is ideal for enhancing any interior surface, with a unique, extremely striking high-end effect.
Collections STEP OUT
Step Out is porcelain tile in which the world of reclaimed stone and that of worn concrete combine in perfect harmony to offer a contemporary flavour. The meeting of the material feel of stone and the industrial nature of concrete is visible on the surface in the form of refined colour schemes, which give the product a warm, modern flavour. Step Out is the most advantageous outdoor living solution thanks to its technical characteristics and unrivalled application and installation versatility.
Collections PILLAR
With the Pillar series, the latest generation of porcelain stoneware becomes the undisputed protagonist of contemporary surfaces: inspired by sedimentary stones, it overcomes their limits in terms of resistance and absorption.

 Pillar interprets and enhances the warm tones of the typical French limestones, always appreciated for their versatility and aesthetic balance, while ensuring hygiene and durability to both residential and commercial indoor floors and walls.
Collections WIDE
With Wide, the modern ceramic material reveals the genuine charm of metropolitan cement. Light chromatic shades on the surface evoke the imperfections and ravages of time to give spaces a vaguely industrial feel in line with cutting-edge contemporary trends.
Collections KEY_MOOD
Key_mood draws its inspiration from a classic Italian stone, which is elemental and elegant, interpreting it with a modern and minimalist twist; this line of porcelain tiles takes man back to his essence, a
return to nature towards unprecedented style accomplishments.
The texture of the products stems from a profound synergy between styling and technique, between
an elegant look and contemporary style.
Collections COCOON
The look of one of the most precious types, to dress the home and other architectural spaces with warm and enveloping atmospheres.
Places to enjoy intense and fulfilling moments of everyday life, embraced by a natural and elegant, simple and contemporary design.
Cocoon is the ideal combination to fully express your emotions.
Collections PRIMA
Prima is a reminder of the essentiality of clay, revisited with an appealing contemporary accent. A material conceived to design environments with an instinctive, yet contemporary comfort.
Eight colour reinterpretations of clay, including five basic colours and three trendy accents, make up an eclectic palette of harmonious, warm and soft tones.
Collections DECO SOLUTIONS
A wide offer of decorations in size 60x120 and 120x278, that can be combined with all Caesar collections.
Textures, colours and modular designs are available to characterise your architectural and interior design projects with style.
Collections ICONICA
A protagonist in over 2000 years of art and architectural history, travertine is a universal icon with a unique and unmistakable personality. In the third millennium, the appeal of travertine continues unaffectedly to captivate designers all over the world.
Iconica reinvents the appeal of travertine in a complete surface system, multiplying aesthetic and design perspectives. A versatile and cosmopolitan design tool originates from a balanced graphic and colour reinterpretation, combining the timeless aesthetics with the exceptional performance and functionality of porcelain stoneware.
Collections SLAB2
Slab2 imprints the very essence of slate on the ceramic surface, so alive and dynamic that it evolves continuously without ever losing its expressive identity. A transversal subject of design and imagination, capable of being modernised in any environment, going beyond the fashions of the time and the boundaries of genre and style.
The authenticity of the inspirational stone is declined in a versatile and chameleon-like collection, free to be interpreted in combination with heterogeneous colours and materials to give life to multiform projects and stylistic atmospheres.
Collections ANIMA WONDER
Faced with the greatness and power of Nature, we human beings discover wonder.
We experience it as a sudden sensation that takes us by surprise and disorientates us, but our wonder lies precisely in that sense of fascinating bewilderment. For these same reasons, Anima Wonder is inspired by the expressions of Nature that have the power to leave us breathless, because beauty is mirrored right there.
Collections PORTRAITS -
Collections REVER
Diversity is what makes us unique. Inspired by natural wood, Rever creates environments that reflect ourunique personalities.
Its impressive finish, reminiscent of handcrafted techniques, exudes genuine authenticity. It  invites us to embark on an immersive sensory experience, exploring the many facets of our identity.
Collections Join: Effetto Cemento-Resina
Project Idea

The design idea is to combine the modernity of cement with the elegance of resin in one product. Here is a collection of premium-quality porcelain. Smooth surfac-es and versatile use.
 
Plus
In the best tradition of Caesar porcelain tiles, Join collection stands out for its remarkable technical features that make it perfect for a wide variety of applications on floors and walls, both indoors and outdoors.
SAFE - Porcelain tiles ensure high standards of hygiene. They are hypo-allergenic and they do not release or-ganic substances into the environment (they are VOC Free).
VERSATILE - Perfect both indoors and outdoors, on floors and walls, they are ideal for decorating any space.
STRONG - Porcelain tiles can withstand stress of various nature while retaining their original appearance.
INALTERABILE -Being totally fireproof and free from plastic elements, they are fire and high-temperature resistant and do not produce toxic gas in case of fire.
Porcelain bathroom tiles
Caesar porcelain bathroom tiles guarantee excellent performance and aesthetic return whether used for flooring, cladding or special purposes.
Today’s bathroom is a space in which designers and architects can experiment like never before. No longer just a ‘separate’ room, it now takes on a starring role when it comes to designing the identity of a living space. And the porcelain bathroom tile collections by Caesar are the ideal solution in terms of performance and aesthetics, whether used for flooring, wall cladding or as a special decorative element.
Porcelain kitchen tiles
The porcelain kitchen tiles by Caesar combine technical quality and meticulous design for the creation of spaces that are both effective and beautiful.
The kitchen is perhaps the most versatile space in the home, a space in which to work, but also socialise and share. It therefore needs to stand up against trampling, the chemical agents found in foods and reactions resulting from different types of cooking and food preparation. Caesar porcelain kitchen tiles offer a definitive solution to the problems posed by intense usage of this part of the house and the need to make it a pleasant space, also to be enjoyed in company.
Porcelain living room tiles
The porcelain living room tiles are the ideal solution for flooring and cladding that is central to a room’s décor.
The living area is the heart of the home, where we spend the most important hours of the day and receive guests. This part of the home must therefore reflect the best of the design project as well as the best choice of materials, from both a quality and aesthetic standpoint. The porcelain living room tiles are the ideal solution for flooring and cladding that is central to a room’s décor. In this way, the living room becomes a “shop window” that tells of the taste and lifestyle of its residents.
Porcelain bedroom tiles
The porcelain bedroom tiles combine the need for a clean and salubrious space with very attractive aesthetic performance.
In designing a bedroom, architects and designers should not be limited by the practicalities of furniture, but rather indulge in creating comfortable, relaxing spaces that are full of personality. The choice of floor and wall tile colours, inspirations and surface sensations plays a key role in the conception of an elegant and contemporary project for a room dedicated to rest and relaxation. Porcelain bedroom tile is a material that, more than any other, combines the need for a clean and salubrious room with first-rate aesthetic performance.
Porcelain tiles for external use
Porcelain tile is ideal as external flooring, for beautiful, functional and long-lasting outdoor spaces in a residential or commercial context.
The design of beautiful, functional and long-lasting outdoor spaces often involves the use of porcelain tile as a material for external flooring. The technical characteristics of this ceramic material are in fact superior to those of traditional building materials previously used in private gardens, courtyards, parks or commercial open-air spaces.
Porcelain tiles for pools
The pool tiles in the Aquae collections by Caesar guarantee design freedom with all the advanced properties of porcelain tile.
Porcelain tile has taken on a primary role in the creation of contemporary wellness projects thanks to its excellent technical characteristics and resistance to loads and wear, atmospheric and chemical agents, and changes in temperatures, as well as its non-slip hold, and the fact it is waterproof, frost-resistant and extremely hygienic. Advantages that make porcelain tile the ideal choice for indoor and outdoor spacesthat are in constant contact with water and highly trafficked: the pool tiles guarantee great design freedom with all the advanced properties of a superior material.
Hospitality
For the flooring of restaurants, hotels and wellness centres, as well as the entire hospitality sector, Caesar offers porcelain tile solutions that are 100% Italian.
When an architectonic project requires both high-performance materials and an impactful look, for surfaces that are beautiful, versatile and communicative, porcelain tile is the solution adopted by the world’s leading designers. 
Retail
The Caesar collections of porcelain tile for commercial and public use make for seductive surfaces and superior technical quality.
Shops, offices and places open to the public require flooring and cladding that can contribute to the overall project aesthetic and make spaces pleasant to spend time in.
Wall tiles
The porcelain wall tiles are the most practical solution for those seeking a material with high technical performance that is long-lasting and hygienic.
Porcelain wall tiles are undoubtedly the most practical solution for those seeking a material that can guarantee excellent technical performance, durability and hygiene. At the same time, porcelain tile has long convinced international designers as to its aesthetic qualities. Caesar is always on the front line when it comes to promoting the characteristics of this ceramic product, which also contributes to the success of a contemporary design project in terms of its tastefulness.
Porcelain bathroom tiles
Caesar porcelain bathroom tiles guarantee excellent performance and aesthetic return whether used for flooring, cladding or special purposes.
Today’s bathroom is a space in which designers and architects can experiment like never before. No longer just a ‘separate’ room, it now takes on a starring role when it comes to designing the identity of a living space. And the porcelain bathroom tile collections by Caesar are the ideal solution in terms of performance and aesthetics, whether used for flooring, wall cladding or as a special decorative element.
Marble-look
Caesar is inspired by the beauty of marble surfaces in art and architecture with its marble-effect porcelain tile collections.
If there is one material that transmits a sense of elegance, sophistication and refined and timeless taste, then this is undoubtedly marble. And it is the very beauty of marble surfaces, seen in so many artistic and architectural masterpieces, that has sparked the imagination of Caesar, inspiring the creation of its marble-effect porcelain tile collections.
Continuous research into the very best technical and production solutions has led Caesar to develop marble-effect ceramic floor and wall surfaces that contribute in a significant way to residential and commercial projects in which a combination of natural inspiration and exclusivity is required. Caesar ceramic collections recall the complex veining and particular brilliance of a precious and refined material, reinterpreting it in contemporary projects that nevertheless retain a classic flavour.
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Flooring
Creating floors in porcelain tile allows for maximum design freedom, seductive surfaces and extraordinary performance.
In any environment, whether residential or commercial, the flooring is one of the elements that first attracts the eye, because it sets the general tone for the room in which it is found. For this reason, Caesar allows designers to use the best available material for its projects. Opting for porcelain tile flooring means having maximum design freedom to create surfaces that seduce and communicate a certain style and way of being, thanks to collections inspired by the timeless beauty of natural materials, like wood, marble or stone, and by more contemporary, urban design trends, like the concrete and metal effect.
Marble-look
Prestigious in terms of both inspiration and use: large slabs in marble-effect porcelain stoneware bring charm and luxury to contemporary projects.
Prestigious inspiration and prestigious use: our collections of large slabs in marble-effect porcelain stoneware reproduce the luxurious and timeless charm of the natural source of inspiration on coverings for both floors and walls of large spaces.
Porcelain kitchen tiles
The porcelain kitchen tiles by Caesar combine technical quality and meticulous design for the creation of spaces that are both effective and beautiful.
The kitchen is perhaps the most versatile space in the home, a space in which to work, but also socialise and share. It therefore needs to stand up against trampling, the chemical agents found in foods and reactions resulting from different types of cooking and food preparation. Caesar porcelain kitchen tiles offer a definitive solution to the problems posed by intense usage of this part of the house and the need to make it a pleasant space, also to be enjoyed in company.
Wood-look
The Caesar wood-effect porcelain tile collections transmit the warmth, emotion and charm of an authentic material into any environment.
Natural inspiration that never goes out of fashion. Caesar captures and restores the emotion and warmth of a versatile and familiar material with a series of wood-effect porcelain tile collections designed to afford any type of space the charm of authenticity.
Wood effect is a choice that expresses personality and allows for the creation of relaxing residential or commercial spaces, where one can feel perfectly at ease. The Caesar ceramic collections explore and expound upon this world with the perfect performance of surfaces and faithful reproduction of the unbeatable beauty of wood, whether natural or transformed by man, carved or aged, rustic or modern. In this way, every room, from kitchen to bathroom, from living room to bedroom and even outdoors, is enhanced thanks to a look more synonymous with home than any other.
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Flooring and cladding
Porcelain tile flooring and cladding has become a standard in the design of contemporary residential and commercial spaces.
Porcelain tile flooring and cladding has become a standard in the design of contemporary residential and commercial spaces. This is because porcelain tile is able to guarantee significant technical performance, is long-lasting and is an extremely hygienic and safe material, resistant to wear, time and abrasion.
Stone-look
Large-size slabs in stone-effect porcelain stoneware are the result of the selection of the most beautiful stones, for contemporary projects of exquisite beauty and sophistication.
Caesar's collections of large slabs in stone-effect porcelain stoneware  convey our great passion for materials. A careful selection of the most beautiful and expressive stones for covering both floors and walls of large spaces with authentic elegance.
Porcelain living room tiles
The porcelain living room tiles are the ideal solution for flooring and cladding that is central to a room’s décor.
The living area is the heart of the home, where we spend the most important hours of the day and receive guests. This part of the home must therefore reflect the best of the design project as well as the best choice of materials, from both a quality and aesthetic standpoint. The porcelain living room tiles are the ideal solution for flooring and cladding that is central to a room’s décor. In this way, the living room becomes a “shop window” that tells of the taste and lifestyle of its residents.
Stone-look
Caesar stone-effect porcelain tile is the result of meticulous research into the most evocative stones, for collections to suit the most beautiful contemporary projects.
In seeking new design inspiration, we often need to look to tradition. Thanks to its meticulous research work, Caesar has selected a range of evocative stones with expressive veining and a genuine look. Introducing then the Caesar stone-effect porcelain tile collections, which suit the majority of contemporary projects and architectonic solutions.
Thanks to their sobriety and familiar appearance, stone-effect tiles suit all residential and commercial contexts and all rooms in the home. For those who seek a natural looking living room, an elegant and comfortable bedroom, or a total look kitchen or bathroom with stone-effect porcelain tiles for the flooring, wall cladding or as a made to measure counter top with large-sized slabs. The Caesar stone-inspired products tell a tale of authenticity and vibes somewhere between tradition and innovation.
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Raised floors
Raised floors allow the creation of technical areas below the platform floor for those requiring frequent access for maintenance and new cables and wiring.
In indoor and outdoor settings alike, raised floors can solve the problem of spaces that frequently require new cables and wiring, especially in the construction of offices and “smart” homes where home automation plays a key role. 
Cement-look
The collections of large slabs in cement-effect porcelain stoneware take inspiration from urban spaces and the contemporary look of big cities.
Urban environments and the contemporary look of big cities represent the new frontier in experimentation for projects with minimalist, contemporary lines: our collections of cement-effect porcelain stoneware are designed to project the future of large city spaces. Our tiles with 6 or 9 mm thickness and in sizes 120x120, 120x240, 120x278, 160x160 and 160x320 cm, offer architects and designers clean, minimalist surfaces designed for contemporary spaces that are both understated and sophisticated.
Porcelain bedroom tiles
The porcelain bedroom tiles combine the need for a clean and salubrious space with very attractive aesthetic performance.
In designing a bedroom, architects and designers should not be limited by the practicalities of furniture, but rather indulge in creating comfortable, relaxing spaces that are full of personality. The choice of floor and wall tile colours, inspirations and surface sensations plays a key role in the conception of an elegant and contemporary project for a room dedicated to rest and relaxation. Porcelain bedroom tile is a material that, more than any other, combines the need for a clean and salubrious room with first-rate aesthetic performance.
Concrete-look
The concrete-effect porcelain tile & Design Look collections allow for the creation of sophisticated projects, which speak of present and future.
Concrete is a symbol of modernity, dynamism, urban spaces, simplicity, but in the many reinterpretations that designers dedicate to it, this material also becomes a fundamental element in contemporary projects. The concrete-effect porcelain tile & Design Look collections by Caesar give designers a wide range of choices when creating personality-filled residential or commercial spaces that speak of present and future.
The graphic shapes on the ceramic surfaces evoke the concrete of roads, pavements, and industrial spaces, bringing realism and elegance to the interior of residential, public and commercial projects of seasoned charm.
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Color effect
Versatile and minimalist, the Be More collection is the ideal tool for the boldest, most ambitious architectural projects.
The Be More collection and the Purewhite colour in the large-size version are the ideal tools for architectural projects. 
Porcelain tiles for external use
Porcelain tile is ideal as external flooring, for beautiful, functional and long-lasting outdoor spaces in a residential or commercial context.
The design of beautiful, functional and long-lasting outdoor spaces often involves the use of porcelain tile as a material for external flooring. The technical characteristics of this ceramic material are in fact superior to those of traditional building materials previously used in private gardens, courtyards, parks or commercial open-air spaces.
Metal-look
Caesar interprets urban and conceptual design and takes it to new levels with its metal-effect porcelain tiles, for seductive surfaces.
The appeal of metallic surfaces is unquestionable: the visual impact of colours and oxidations, combined with the marks that result from their processing and the passing of time, attracts the attention of contemporary designers and becomes central to their projects. An urban, industrial and conceptual look that Caesar metal-effect porcelain tile collections raise to maximum levels, thanks to meticulous aesthetic research that translates into seductive surfaces.
Metal-effect porcelain tile is synonymous with projects that have metropolitan and post-industrial appeal, based on the elegance and authentic feel of this enduring, used and revisited material. For residential and commercial projects, metal-effect tile is the ideal choice for designers who seek strength and sleekness, as well as a touch of the avant-garde.
Porcelain tiles for pools
The pool tiles in the Aquae collections by Caesar guarantee design freedom with all the advanced properties of porcelain tile.
Porcelain tile has taken on a primary role in the creation of contemporary wellness projects thanks to its excellent technical characteristics and resistance to loads and wear, atmospheric and chemical agents, and changes in temperatures, as well as its non-slip hold, and the fact it is waterproof, frost-resistant and extremely hygienic. Advantages that make porcelain tile the ideal choice for indoor and outdoor spacesthat are in constant contact with water and highly trafficked: the pool tiles guarantee great design freedom with all the advanced properties of a superior material.
Colour-look
The line of tiles that combines the qualities of porcelain tile and the beauty of uniformly coloured surfaces.
Simplicity is one of the distinctive traits of contemporary projects.
To enhance the style choices of designers and architects, Caesar has created collections that, with their warm and cold colours, combine the technical qualities of porcelain tile with a sense of space thanks to the uniformly coloured surfaces.
Hospitality
For the flooring of restaurants, hotels and wellness centres, as well as the entire hospitality sector, Caesar offers porcelain tile solutions that are 100% Italian.
When an architectonic project requires both high-performance materials and an impactful look, for surfaces that are beautiful, versatile and communicative, porcelain tile is the solution adopted by the world’s leading designers. 
Retail
The Caesar collections of porcelain tile for commercial and public use make for seductive surfaces and superior technical quality.
Shops, offices and places open to the public require flooring and cladding that can contribute to the overall project aesthetic and make spaces pleasant to spend time in.
Thank you

Your message has been successfully sent.
You will be contacted as soon as possible.

In the meantime discover some of our collections.
Let's Play - 2022 Novelties

Cersaie is getting closer and we are working on new exclusive collections and multiple solutions with high technical and aesthetic value, to give maximum creative potential to your projects.
Book an appointment to discover them in advance!
Cersaie 2023 - Registration

From the 25th to the 29th September we’ll be part of the most important event dedicated to ceramics in Bologna.
At our stand you’ll be able to touch the quality of our porcelain stoneware collections and solutions and discuss their technical and stylistic potential with our team.
Showroom Caesar - Registration

Welcome to our Caesar's Headquarter Showroom!
Register yourself to live the Caesar's Season Premiere experience!
 
 SEASON PREMIÉRE

 
We gladly welcome you to our exclusive events commencing November 4th, every Thursday at 6 PM.
SEASON PREMIERE

 
We gladly welcome you to our exclusive events commencing November 4th, every Thursday at 6 PM.
Caesar Urban Lab XMAS Party!

Happy Hour Autumn 2022


Don't miss the exclusive Happy Hours in our Headquarter, from 26 to 28 of September! A special way to discover our Autumn 2022 Novelties!
Activities and Experiences to know Ceasar directly at his headquarter!
Every evening Dj Marco Padovani will perform in showroom
Let's Play

Come and meet us at Cersaie 2023

Cersaie 2023: Come and meet us
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Join
Real Imagination
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Rever
Unique echoes
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Portraits
Tales of emotions
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AExtra20
Porcelain slabs for outdoor use in 20 mm
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Anima Wonder
The amazing elegance of nature
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Touch Plus
Smooth & Safe
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Slab2
Beyond time and style
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Iconica
Contemporary perspectives
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Deco Solutions
New decorations for unique projects
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LOOKS







Piastrelle Marble-lookCaesar is inspired by the beauty of marble surfaces in art and architecture with its marble-effect porcelain tile collections.
If there is one material that transmits a sense of elegance, sophistication and refined and timeless taste, then this is undoubtedly marble. And it is the very beauty of marble surfaces, seen in so many artistic and architectural masterpieces, that has sparked the imagination of Caesar, inspiring the creation of its marble-effect porcelain tile collections.Continuous research into the very best technical and production solutions has led Caesar to develop marble-effect ceramic floor and wall surfaces that contribute in a significant way to residential and commercial projects in which a combination of natural inspiration and exclusivity is required. Caesar ceramic collections recall the complex veining and particular brilliance of a precious and refined material, reinterpreting it in contemporary projects that nevertheless retain a classic flavour.
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Piastrelle Wood-lookThe Caesar wood-effect porcelain tile collections transmit the warmth, emotion and charm of an authentic material into any environment.
Natural inspiration that never goes out of fashion. Caesar captures and restores the emotion and warmth of a versatile and familiar material with a series of wood-effect porcelain tile collections designed to afford any type of space the charm of authenticity.Wood effect is a choice that expresses personality and allows for the creation of relaxing residential or commercial spaces, where one can feel perfectly at ease. The Caesar ceramic collections explore and expound upon this world with the perfect performance of surfaces and faithful reproduction of the unbeatable beauty of wood, whether natural or transformed by man, carved or aged, rustic or modern. In this way, every room, from kitchen to bathroom, from living room to bedroom and even outdoors, is enhanced thanks to a look more synonymous with home than any other.
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Piastrelle Stone-lookCaesar stone-effect porcelain tile is the result of meticulous research into the most evocative stones, for collections to suit the most beautiful contemporary projects.
In seeking new design inspiration, we often need to look to tradition. Thanks to its meticulous research work, Caesar has selected a range of evocative stones with expressive veining and a genuine look. Introducing then the Caesar stone-effect porcelain tile collections, which suit the majority of contemporary projects and architectonic solutions.Thanks to their sobriety and familiar appearance, stone-effect tiles suit all residential and commercial contexts and all rooms in the home. For those who seek a natural looking living room, an elegant and comfortable bedroom, or a total look kitchen or bathroom with stone-effect porcelain tiles for the flooring, wall cladding or as a made to measure counter top with large-sized slabs. The Caesar stone-inspired products tell a tale of authenticity and vibes somewhere between tradition and innovation.
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Piastrelle Concrete-lookThe concrete-effect porcelain tile & Design Look collections allow for the creation of sophisticated projects, which speak of present and future.
Concrete is a symbol of modernity, dynamism, urban spaces, simplicity, but in the many reinterpretations that designers dedicate to it, this material also becomes a fundamental element in contemporary projects. The concrete-effect porcelain tile &amp; Design Look collections by Caesar give designers a wide range of choices when creating personality-filled residential or commercial spaces that speak of present and future.The graphic shapes on the ceramic surfaces evoke the concrete of roads, pavements, and industrial spaces, bringing realism and elegance to the interior of residential, public and commercial projects of seasoned charm.
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Piastrelle Metal-lookCaesar interprets urban and conceptual design and takes it to new levels with its metal-effect porcelain tiles, for seductive surfaces.
The appeal of metallic surfaces is unquestionable: the visual impact of colours and oxidations, combined with the marks that result from their processing and the passing of time, attracts the attention of contemporary designers and becomes central to their projects. An urban, industrial and conceptual look that Caesar metal-effect porcelain tile collections raise to maximum levels, thanks to meticulous aesthetic research that translates into seductive surfaces.Metal-effect porcelain tile is synonymous with projects that have metropolitan and post-industrial appeal, based on the elegance and authentic feel of this enduring, used and revisited material. For residential and commercial projects, metal-effect tile is the ideal choice for designers who seek strength and sleekness, as well as a touch of the avant-garde.
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Piastrelle DECO SOLUTIONSThe line of tiles that combines the qualities of porcelain tile and the beauty of uniformly coloured surfaces.
Simplicity is one of the distinctive traits of contemporary projects.To enhance the style choices of designers and architects, Caesar has created collections that, with their warm and cold colours, combine the technical qualities of porcelain tile with a sense of space thanks to the uniformly coloured surfaces.
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Feed Your Vision
Our ceramics, a source of inspiration that generates sustainable design, projects, emotions.
 
Living matter that feeds your visions.


Discover Caesar
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Discover the new finish



VIRTUAL ROOM




Try Caesar tiles in your rooms



CROSSDESIGN




Endless combinations: choose your style, find your COMBO!



LONDON URBAN LAB
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MAGAZINE




Inspiration

14 March 2024
Three reasons why porcelain stoneware tiles are the best solution for the bathroom Today, more than ever before, the bathroom is a setting interior designers and architects love to experiment with. No longer simply a utility room, the bathroom...


Read more




Events

04 March 2024
The Fifth Edition of the Caesar Design Film Award kicks offThis year's theme 'Design for looking beyond' is an invitation to look beyond, to open up to unexplored horizons.
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Inspiration

29 February 2024
Hard-wearing floors and paths with Caesar outdoor productsPorcelain stoneware is one of the most interesting and high-performance solutions for durable and safe outdoor flooring, wall coverings and walkways.The innovat...


Read more







FOCUS ON







Large size porcelain stoneware
Caesar’s drive for innovation and its ability to fully exploit the qualities of porcelain stoneware come together in Project Evolution, the range of large slabs for the most prestigious contemporary projects.


Read more









Outdoor floors
To design outdoor spaces that live up to aesthetic expectations and are efficient and long-lasting, today’s architects and designers know that porcelain stoneware tiles for outdoor use are the go-to material for creating floors and contemporary architectural solutions like coverings for swimming pools and wellness areas or ventilated façades.
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Large slabs for furniture
Top level technical features, aesthetic prestige and a particularly broad range make Caesar materials the optimal finishing material for furniture in both residential and commercial contexts.
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Technical solutions
CaesarTech is the Ceramiche Caesar division at the service of designers and firms, helping them to select the best technical and aesthetic solutions for flooring and cladding with porcelain tiles, special pieces and accessories for an alternative use of the material.
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PROJECTS






Private villa




ALCHEMY
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Helsingborg Central Station




PORTRAITS
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Cruise ships




ALCHEMY




ANIMA
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Porcelain bathroom tiles

BagnoCaesar porcelain bathroom tiles guarantee excellent performance and aesthetic return whether used for flooring, cladding or special purposes.

Read more







Porcelain kitchen tiles

BagnoThe porcelain kitchen tiles by Caesar combine technical quality and meticulous design for the creation of spaces that are both effective and beautiful.

Read more







Porcelain tiles for pools

BagnoThe pool tiles in the Aquae collections by Caesar guarantee design freedom with all the advanced properties of porcelain tile.

Read more







Retail

BagnoThe Caesar collections of porcelain tile for commercial and public use make for seductive surfaces and superior technical quality.

Read more







HEADQUARTERS
Ceramiche Caesar



Via del Canaletto, 49, 41042

Fiorano Modenese MO 

Italia

Tel: +39 0536 817111

Caesar Ceramics USA, INC.



500 Wilson Pike Cir, Ste 127, 37027-3261

Brentwood TN  

USA

Tel: +1 (615) 986-1500



URBAN LAB
London Urban Lab



17-18 Great Sutton Street, EC1V 0DP

London 

UK

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7836 4662

Paris Urban Lab



10b, Rue Saint Nicolas, 75012

Paris 

France

Tel: +33 1 44 73 42 02

Milano Urban Lab



Via Molino delle Armi, 14, 20123

Milano 

Italia

Tel: +39 02 97107119 / +39 02 97107120
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